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Improving a long chain of works, we obtain a randomised EREW
PRAM algorithm for finding the connected components of a graph
G=(V, E) with n vertices and m edges in O(log n) time using an optimal
number of O((m+n)log n) processors. The result returned by the algo-
rithm is always correct. The probability that the algorithm will not
complete in O(log n) time is o(n&c) for any c>0. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Finding the connected components of an undirected
graph is perhaps the most basic algorithmic graph problem.
While the problem is trivial in the sequential setting, it
seems that elaborate methods should be used to solve the
problem efficiently in the parallel setting. A considerable
number of researchers investigated the complexity of the
problem in various parallel models including, in particular,
various members of the PRAM family. In this work we con-
sider the EREW PRAM model, the weakest member of this
family, and obtain, for the first time, a parallel connectivity
algorithm that achieves the minimal possible running time
using the minimal possible number of processors. The algo-
rithm we obtain is randomised.
Relatively simple CRCW PRAM algorithms that find the
connected components of a graph G=(V, E) determinisiti-
cally in O(log n) time using m+n processors were obtained
by Shiloach and Vishkin [SV82] and by Awerbuch and
Shiloch [AS87]. More complicated deterministic CRCW
PRAM connectivity algorithms that run in O(log n) time
using O((m+n) :(m, n)log n) processors, where :(m, n) is
a functional inverse of the Ackermann function, were
obtained by Cole and Vishkin [CV91] and Iwama and
Kambayashi [IK94]. The number of processors can be
reduced to the optimal number of O((m+n)log n) if
randomisation is allowed (Gazit [Gaz91]). Until not
long ago, the best CREW PRAM connectivity algorithm
used O(log2 n) time (Hirschberg, Chandra and Sarwate
[HCS79]) (Chin, Lam and Chen [CLC82]). The problem of
designing an o(log2 n) time CREW PRAM algorithm that
uses m+n processors was obtained by Johnson and Metaxas
[JM91]. Johnson and Metaxas have later shown [JM92]
that their algorithm can also be implemented in the EREW
PRAM model. At about the same time, Karger, Nisan and
Parnas [KNP92] used the interesting technique of short ran-
dom walks on graphs, developed initially by Aleliunas, Karp,
Lipton, Lovasz and Rackoff [AKL+79], to develop a ran-
domised EREW PRAM algorithm that runs in either
O(log n) time using O((n1+=+m)log n) processors, for any
=>0, or in O(log n log log n) time using O((m+n)log n)
processors. Their algorithm can also be derandomised, using
universal sequences, yielding a deterministic algorithm that
matches the performance of the algorithm of Johnson
and Metaxas. Finally, Chong and Lam [CL95] obtained a
deterministic EREW PRAM algorithm that runs in
O(log n log log n) time using m+n processors. For a
comparison of some of these and some other algorithms from
a practical point of view see Greiner [Gre94].
Concurrently and independently of our work, Radzik
[Rad94] had recently obtained a randomised EREW
PRAM connectivity algorithm that runs in O(log n) time
using m+n processors.
In this work we combine methods from many of the
previous works to obtain a randomised EREW PRAM
algorithm that runs in O(log n) time using O((m+n)log n)
processors. A running time of O(log n) is best possible in
the EREW PRAM model (Cook, Dwork and Reischuk
[CDR86], Dietzfelbinger, Kuty*owski and Reischuk
[DKR94]), even if randomisation is allowed, and
0((m+n)log n) processors are clearly necessary to obtain
a running time of O(log n). Our result is therefore optimal.
Sparse graphs usually pose that greatest difficulty to
algorithms for finding connected components. Note, for
example, that the algorithm of Cole and Vishkin [CV91]
is optimal if m=0(n log* n) and that the algorithm of
Karger, Nisan and Parnas [KNP92] is optimal if m=
0(n1+=) for some =>0. Our algorithm is unusual in the
sense that it reduces the problem of finding the connected
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components of a graph G=(V, E) to the problem of finding
the connected components of a sparse graph G$=(V$, E$)
with O(m+n) vertices and edges. Every vertex in G$ has,
however, a degree of at most three. By carefully controlling
the growth of the maximal degree of the graph G$ at the
various stages of the algorithm we are able to obtain our
optimal algorithm.
Fast and efficient parallel algorithms for special classes of
sparse graphs, such as planar graphs, were developed by
Hagerup [Hag90]. Hagerup obtained in particular a deter-
ministic O(log n log* n) time optimal speedup EREW
PRAM algorithm for finding the connected components of
planar graphs.
An overview of our algorithm is given in the next section.
Our simple concept that should be defined beforehand is the
following: A graph G$=(V$, E$) is an image of a graph
G=(V, E) if there exists a mapping h: V  V$ such that for
every u, v # V, u and v are in the same connected component
of G if and only if h(u) and h(v) are in the same connected
component of G$. The mapping h is called the image func-
tion. The problem of finding the connected components of a
graph G=(V, E) is equivalent to the problem of finding an
image G$=(V$, E$) of G=(V, E) in which every vertex is
isolated together, of course, with the image function
h: V  V$. A graph G$=(V$, E$) is said to be a partial image
of a graph G=(V, E) if there exists a mapping h: V  V$
such that for every u, v # V, if h(u) and h(v) are in the same
connected component of G$ then u and v are in the same
connected component of G. In the sequel when we say that
an algorithm obtains an image, or a partial image of a
graph, we mean that this algorithm outputs the image, or
partial image, as well as a corresponding image function.
One of the tools used to obtain our algorithm is a new
load balancing scheme that may be of interest in its own
right. It is described in a general setting in Section 4.
In the next section we give an overview of our algorithm.
The simple idea used to transform every graph into a graph
with maximal degree at most three is described in Section 3.
Although this idea is completely trivial, it forms one of the
bases of our algorithm. In Section 4 we describe our new
load balancing scheme which is used by our algorithm. As
shall be explained in the next Section, our connectivity algo-
rithm is composed of two main stages. The first stage of our
algorithm is described in Part I of the paper comprising
Sections 5 to 9. The second stage of our algorithm is
described in Part II of the paper comprising Sections 10
to 16. We then end in Section 17 with some concluding
remarks and open problems. A preliminary version of this
paper had appeared in [HZ94].
2. An Overview of the Algorithm
The input to the connectivity algorithm is a graph
G=(V, E) with n vertices and m edges. The graph is
specified using its adjacency lists. Our algorithm is com-
posed of two main stages. The first stage takes the input
graph G=(V, E) and produces an image G$=(V$, E$) of it
in which |E$|=O((m+n)log2 n). Isolated vertices in G$
represent complete connected components of G and can be
removed. The graph G$ will now contain at most O((m+n)
log2 n) vertices. The second stage takes the reduced graph
and finds it connected components. Both stages take
O(log n) time using O((m+n)log n) processors. The failure
probability of the first stage is at most 2&0(2log n(log log n)
2
). The
failure probability of the second stage is at most 2&0(2
- log n).
Both these probabilities are o(n&c) for any c>0. In the rest
of the paper, when we say that an event occurs with very
high probability, we mean that the probability that it does
not occur is O(n&c), for some fixed constant c>0. By
appropriately setting some relevant parameters, we can
usually make the constant c arbitrarily large.
The first stage (the size reduction) uses an adaptation of
a method developed by Gazit [Gaz91] to reduce the num-
ber of non-isolated vertices, followed by an application of a
random sampling method Karger [Kar93] (used also by
Karger et al. [KNP92] to reduce the number of edges. The
method of Gazit was developed for the CRCW PRAM
model and adapting it to run in the EREW PRAM model
required subtle changes.
The second stage (finding the connected components)
uses an adaptation of the random walk method of Karger,
Nisan and Parnas [KNP92]. Their algorithm finds the con-
nected components of a graph G=(V, E) in O(log n) time
using O((n1+=+m) log n) processors, for any fixed =>0.
Our version of their algorithm runs in O(log n) time using
only O((m+n) log n) processors (or even O(m+n) pro-
cessors, as explained in Section 16). This enables us to find
the conected components of the graph G$=(V$, E$), in
which |V$| , |E$|=O((m+n)log2n), in O(log n) time using
O((m+n)log n) processors, as required. To improve the
algorithm of Karger, Nisan and Parnas [KNP92] we use
some ideas inspired by the growth control techniques of
Johnson and Metaxas [JM91] and Chong and Lam
[CL95].
The algorithm of Radzik [Rad94] also uses the random
walk method of Karger, Nisan and Parnas [KNP92] and
there are several similarities between it and the second stage
of our algorithm.
The first stage of our connectivity algorithm receives a
graph G=(V, E) and produces an image G(1)=(V (1), E (1))
of it, along with an image function h(1): V  V$. The second
stage receives the graph G(1)=(V (1), E (1)) and produces an
image G(2)=(V (2), ,) of it, along with an image function
h(2): V (1)  V (2). To complete the operation of the whole
algorithm, we should compose the mapping h(1) and h(2)
and obtain the composed mapping h=h(1) b h(2). Such a
composition can be easily implemented in O(1) time if con-
current reads are allowed. To enable a quick and efficient
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implementation of this composition without concurrent
reads, the first and second stages also find the inverses
(h(1))&1 and (h(2))&1 of the image functions h(1) and h (2). For
every vertex v$ # V$, (h(1))&1 (v$) is a linked list that contains
all the vertices of V that are mapped by h(1) into v$. Using
the inverses (h(1))&1 and (h(2))&1 it is easy to compute the
composition h=h$ b h" in O(log n) time using O(nlog n)
processors in the EREW PRAM model.
Our implementation of Gazit’s size reduction algorithm
[Gaz91] and our improvement of the algorithm of Karger,
Nisan and Parnas [KNP92] are made possible by carefully
controlling the degrees of the vertices in the various stages
of the algorithm. Both the first and the second stages begin
by obtaining an image of the graph given to them
whose maximal degree is at most three. This gives us, in
both cases, favourable starting points. We then make
sure that the degrees of the vertices of the of the inter-
mediate graphs constructed by our algorithm do not
grow too fast. The simply way used to obtain the images
with maximal degree three is described in the next section.
A second essential ingredient for the implementation
of the size reduction stage (the first stage) of our algo-
rithm is the simple load balancing scheme described in
Section 4.
3. Obtaining an Image with Maximal Degree Three
Both stages of our algorithm begin by taking a graph
G=(V, E) with n edges and m edges, throwing away its
isolated vertices, and obtaining an image G$=(V$, E$) of it
with O(m) vertices and edges and maximal degree at most
three. Isolated vertices can be thrown away as they con-
stitute complete connected components. The method used
to obtain the image G$=(V$, E$) is extremely simple. Each
vertex v of G of degree k>3 is replaced by a path (or a
cycle) of length k. Each one of the k edges adjacent to v is
then connected to one of the vertices of this path. The
obtained graph is clearly an image of G and its maximal
degree is at most three.
We shortly sketch the implementation of this simple
transformation. We assume that the graph G=(V, E) is
specified using its adjacency lists and that each edge
(u, v) # E has a pointer to its opposite edge (v, u) # E. Using
an optimal list-ranking algorithm (Anderson and Miller
[AM91]) we give serial numbers to the edges of each
adjacency list. A vertex v of G of degree k is replaced in G$
by k vertices v1 , ..., vk that form a path (or a cycle). If (u, v)
and (v, u) are edges of the G (which is undirected) and (u, v)
is the i th edge in the adjacency list of u and (v, u) is the j th
edge in the adjacency list of v, then an edge (ui , vj) is added
to G$. The function that assigns to each vertex v in G the
vertex v1 in G$ is the image function from G to G$. The graph
G$ contains n$=2m vertices and m$1.5n$=3m edges.
Using an optimal prefix-sums algorithm (Ladner and
Fischer [LF80]) it is easy to construct, in O(log n) time
using O((m+n)log n) processors, an n$_3 matrix that lists
for each vertex of G$ its (up to three) neighbours.
4. A Load Balancing Scheme
To solve the processor allowation problem in the size
reduction stage of our algorithm we use a simple load
balancing scheme. At this scheme may also be useful in
other situations, we describe this scheme here in a fairly
general setting.
Other load balancing schemes were obtained by Cole and
Vishkin [CV88], for the EREW PRAM, and by Gil, Matias
and Vishkin [GMV91], Goodrich [Goo91] and Hagerup
[Hag92], [Hag93], for the CRCW PRAM. These balanc-
ing schemes are much more sophistical than our balancing
scheme. Yet, neither one of them suits our purposes.
Let ALG be a (possibly randomised) loosely specified1
parallel algorithm that uses m virtual processors. The execu-
tion of ALG is composed of K phases. The i th phase takes
ti1 time units and at most mi of the virtual processors are
active in it. Assume, at first, that the set of active processors
at the i+1st phase is a subset of the set of processors active
at the i th phase. At the end of each phase, each virtual pro-
cessor that participated in that phase knows whether it
should stay active during the next phase or whether it
should become and stay idle during all subsequent phases.
We do not assume anything else about the sets of active
processors.
The total time required by the loosely specified algorithm
is clearly T=Ki=1 ti . The total amount of work performed
by the active processors is W=Ki=1 mi ti . We would like to
obtain an EREW PRAM implementation of this algorithm
using P processors whose total running time is as close as
possible to O(WP+T). That is, we want an implementa-
tion of Brent’s scheduling principle [Bre74] (see also Ja Ja
[Ja J92], p. 28) that does not ignore the processors alloca-
tion issue. We assume that P, Tm and that WP=
0(log m).
We divide the actual processors into Pb groups of size
b=log m (we assume for simplicity that b is an integer
dividing P). Each such group is initially assigned with mbP
of the virtual processors. To record the allocation of the
virtual processors to the actual processors, we make a
Pb_mbP matrix MAT. The virtual processors allocated
to the i th group are listed in the i th row of this matrix.
Before we start the simulation of the loosely specified
algorithm, we apply an independent random cyclic rotation
on each one of the mbP columns of MAT. The amount by
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which each column is rotated is chosen uniformly at random
from [0, 1, ..., Pb&1]. These random rotations can be
easily implemented on an EREW PRAM in O(mP+log m)
time using P processors. Perhaps surprisingly, this simple
method guarantees, as we shall see, a relatively balanced
partition of the work among the processors throughout the
course of the algorithm.
Each phase of ALG is simulated in the following way.
Each group of b actual processors equally divides the virtual
processors allocated to the group among its b members. Let
Li be an upper bound on the number of virtual processors
allocated to a single actual processor before starting to
simulate the i th phase of ALG. The i th phase of ALG can be
easily simulated then in O(Li ti) time. After the simulation
of the i th phase is completed, each group of b processors
compresses the list of virtual processors allocated to it
removing from it all the virtual processors that became idle.
Once the active processors are compressed, it is easy to
divide them equally among the processors of the group.
Such a compression of a list whose size is at most Li b using
b processors can be easily implemented on an EREW
PRAM in O(Li+log b)=O(Li+log log m) time. The total
amount of time required for the simulation of the i th phase
is therefore O(Li ti+log log m).
Let A>3 be a fixed constant. We claim that with a
probability of at least 1&m&0(A), the number of virtual
processors allocated to each actual processor during the
simulation of the i th phase of ALG is at most Li=A }
(mi P+1). Equivalently, the number of virtual processors
allocated to each group of b=log m processors is at most
L i=bLi=A } ((mi bP)+b), again with a probability of at
least 1&m&0(A).
As ALG may be a randomised algorithm, the exact set of
active processors at the i th phase may be a random variable.
We show that for every possible set Si of at most mi active
processors at the i th phase, the probability that a certain
group of b actual processors is assigned with more than L i
processors at the i th phase is at most m&0(A). Multiplying
this bound by PKb, we get a bound on the probability that
any group of processors will get too much work during any
phase of the algorithm. As PKb=mO(1), the obtained
bound is still of the form m&0(A).
To obtain this probability bound we use one of the
standard Chernoff bounds (see Alon and Spencer [AS92],
p. 237). Let X1 , X2 , ..., Xn be mutually independent random
variables, not necessarily identically distributed, that take
only the values 0 and 1. Let X=ni=1 Xi and let +=E[X].
Then, for every ;1 we have Pr[X;+](e;&1;;)+.
A simple manipulation shows that for any M+ we have
Pr[XM](e+M)M.
Suppose that Si is the set of active virtual processors at
the i th phase of ALG. Consider a specific group of b actual
processors. Let Xj be a random variable which is 1 if the j th
virtual processor originally allocated to the group is active
in the i th phase of the algorithm, and 0 otherwise. Then,
X=mbPj=1 Xj is the number of active processors allocated to
the group at the i th phase. As a random rotation was
applied on the j th column of MAT, the j th processor
allocated to the group was chosen uniformly at random
among the processors of the jth column of MAT. Thus
E[Xj]=Pr[Xj=1]=mij (Pb), where mij is the number
of processors in the j th column of MAT that are active
at the i th phase (i.e., members of Si). So, +=E[X]=
 j mij (Pb)mi bP. The random rotations performed on
the columns of MAT are mutually independent. The X j’s are
therefore also mutually independent. As LiA+ and
LiA log m, we may apply the Chernoff bound and obtain
that Pr[XL i](e+L i)L i(eA)A log m. As A>3, this is
indeed of the form m&0(A) as promised (it is even of the form
m&0(A log A)).
The simulation of the i th phase takes therefore, with
very high probability, at most O((mi P+1) ti+log log m)
time. The total time required for the simulation of ALG
is therefore O(Ki=1 (miP+1) ti+K log log m)=O(WP+
T+K log log m). To this we should add the O(log m) time
required for the initial random rotations. This term is
gobbled up by the O(WP) term as we assume that WP=
0(log m). Comparing this to the expression we hoped
for, we see that we got an extra O(K log log m) term. Our
simulation is therefore optimal whenever K=O(log m
log log m).
In the situation we encounter in the first stage of
our algorithm we have W=O(m), P=O(mlog m), K=
O((log log m)2) and T=O((log log m)3). The extra
O(K log log m) term is therefore negligible and the total
running time will be O(log m).
The choice b=log m made above is the minimal choice
possible. By choosing a larger value of b, the time required
for the compression after each phase increases but the prob-
ability of failure decreases. The optimal chopice for b is in
fact b=2(WP+T)K, assuming that this number is at least
log m. The time required for all the compression operations
is then K log b=O(WP+T) and the failure probability is
only 2&0(b). In the case of the first stage of our algorithm,
we can take b=2log m(log log m)2 and the failure probability is
then at most 2&0(2
log m(log log m)2), as promised.
To allow the specification of the size reduction algorithm
of the next section in the framework set in this section, we
have to allow the loosely specified algorithm a bit more
freedom. The loosely specified algorithm is allowed to keep
a stack to which the configurations of the active processors
in each phase are pushed. The algorithm is then allowed to
return to a previously used configuration, reviving some of
the virtual processors if necessary. It is easy to check that
the simulation result obtained holds for also for this more
general class of loosely specified algorithms. This is done by
keeping a stack with the matrices MAT used during the
simulation.
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PART I: SIZE REDUCTION
5. Reducing the Size of the Graph
In this section we describe the skeleton of the size reduc-
tion stage of our algorithm. This stage receives an input
graph G=(V, E) with n vertices and m edges and produces
an image G"=(V", E") of it with at most O((m+n)log2 n)
edges and non-isolated vertices.
The size reduction is performed in two substages. In the
first we obtain an image G$=(V$, E$) of G with at most
O((m+n)log4 n) non-isolated vertices. This is done
using an adaptation of a method of Gazit [Gaz91]. We
then obtain an image G"=(V", E") of G$ with at most
O((m+n)log4 n) non-isolated vertices and O((m+n)
log2 n) edges. This is done using a simple sampling idea of
Karger [Kar93], also used by Karger, Nisan and Parnas
[KNP92], whose analysis was slightly strengthened
recently by Klein and Tarjan [KT94].
The input graph G=(V, E), without its isolated vertices,
is initially transformed, as described in Section 3, into na
graph with O(m+n) vertices and edges and with maximal
degree at most three. We assume therefore, for simplicity,
that the input graph G=(V, E) is already of this form, i.e.,
that the maximal degree of G is at most three and that there-
fore m1.5n.
This section is broken into three subsections. In the first
we give a high level description of our algorithm. In the
second we mention some of the implementation details of
this stage. The different procedures used in the first stage,
and their detailed implementations, are described in the
subsequent sections. In the third subsection we analyse the
complexity of the algorithm.
5.1. High Level Description
The size of the graph G=(V, E) is reduced by running the
procedure REDUCE whose description is given in Figure 1.
FIG. 1. The procedure REDUCE.
The procedure REDUCE calls the procedures COUPLE,
DILUTE, IMAGE and SPARSIFY. The specifications of
these procedures are given in Fig. 2.
The procedure REDUCE employs the general strategy
used by Gazit [Gaz91]. The implementation details however
are completely different. REDUCE begins by performing
O(log log n) phases. In each phase a call is made to the proce-
dure COUPLE that reduces, with a very high probably, the
number of non-isolated vertices in the graph by a factor of at
least ;=1213. The procedure COUPLE achieves this by first
finding a large enough ‘matching’ in the graph. It then
contracts each ‘edge’ of this matching. The words ‘matching’
and ‘edges’ are quoted as the matching found is actually a
matching in the square of the graph. Each ‘edge’ in this match-
ing may actually be a path of length two in the current graph.
The reduction of the number of non-isolated vertices by a
constant factor achieved by COUPLE does not imply a
similar reduction in the number of edges. To obtain a linear
work algorithm we have to dilute the edges of the graph at
each phase. This nis done by the procedure DILUTE that
makes sure that the number of edges in the graph is at most
a constant factor times the number of non-isolated vertices in
the graph. To achieve this, DILUTE deletes certain edges
from the graph. This may cause certain connected com-
ponents of the graph to break into several smaller connected
components. The number of such new connected components
formed by DILUTE is relatively small however.
FIG. 2. The specifications of COUPLE, DILUTE, IMAGE, and
SPARSIFY.
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The graph obtained after these O(log log n) phases has a
small enough number of non-isolated vertices but is only a
partial image of G. The procedure IMAGE is then applied to
produce an image of the original graph with the same set of
vertices. This may slightly increase the number of non-
isolated vertices and drastically increase the number of
edges. Finally, a call to the procedure SPARSIFY is made.
This call reduces the number of edges by the required
amount.
Before describing the procedures COUPLE, DILUTE,
IMAGE and SPARSIFY in more detail, we show that
REDUCE does fulfill its task, assuming that these four
procedures meet the specifications given in Figure 2. The
procedures COUPLE, DILUTE and SPARSIFY are
randomised and they may fail to achieve their goals but
this will only happen with a very small probability (o(n&c)
for any c>0).
Let ni be the number of non-isolated vertices in Gi , let mi
be the number of edges in Gi and let di be the maximal
degree of Gi (refer to the pseudo-code given in Figure 1). At
the start we have n0=n, m01.5n and d03. As each call
to COUPLE reduces the number of non-isolated vertices by
a factor of ;, we get that ni;in. A call to COUPLE at most
doubles the maximal degree. Thus di3 } 2i. The call to
DILUTE ensures that miAni , for some fixed A>0, and
that Gi contains at most O(nilog4 n) new connected com-
ponents. The number of non-isolated vertices in Gk is at
most O(nlog4 n), provided that k4 log1; log n.
As the transition from Gi to Gi+1 creates at most
O(ni log4 n) new connected components, the number of
connected components in Gk that do not correspond to
original connected components of G0 is O(k&1i=0 ni log
4 n),
which is O(nlog4 n), as the ni’s form a decreasing geometric
sequence. Each isolated vertex in Gk that is not an isolated
vertex in G$ is such a new connected component. The
number of non-isolated vertices in G$ is therefore also
O(nlog4 n). The call to SPARSIFY now generates an image
G" of G0 with at most O(nlog2 n) edges, as required from
the output of REDUCE.
5.2. Some Implementation Details
The input to REDUCE is a graph G0=(V0 , G0) with n
vertices, m1.5n edges, and maximal degree at most three.
It is represented using an n_3 matrix N0 . Each row of N0
corresponds to a vertex v of G0 . The row N0[v] contains the
up to three edges adjacent to v in G0 .
The procedure REDUCE constructs a sequence of
graphs G0=(V0, E0), G1=(V1, E1), ..., Gk=(Vk , Ek), where
k=O(log log n). The number of vertices in Gi is, with very
high probability, at most ni;in, where ;=1213. The
maximal degree of Gi is at most di=3 } 2i. The vertex sets V0 ,
V1 , ..., Vk of G0 , G1 , ..., Gk form a decreasing sequence
V0$V1$ } } } $Vk of sets. Each vertex of one of these graphs
is also a vertex therefore of the original graph G0 . The
graph Gi is represented using an n_di matrix Ni . If v is a
vertex of Gi , and u1 , ..., ur , where rdi , are the neighbours
of v in Gi , then the row Ni [v] contains the edges (v, u1),
(v, u2), ..., (v, ur) in some order. The entry that holds the
edge (v, uj) also contains a pointer to the entry in Ni [uj]
that holds the edge (uj , v). If v is not a vertex of Gi then the
row Ni [v] is not in use.
The matrix Ni used to hold Gi is of size n_di , and not
ni_di as might been expected, as we cannot afford to com-
press the rows of the matrices Ni after each iteration of
REDUCE. This would consume too much time. The first
stage, as described here, requires therefore slightly more
than linear, namely n logO(1) n, space. A copy of N0 should
be kept for the use of IMAGE. The copy of Ni , for i>0, may
be destroyed however once Ni+1 has been constructed. The
space requirements of the first stage can be reduced by using
methods similar to those used in the load balancing scheme
of Section 4. As the paper is long anough as it is, and as the
space requirements of the second stage of our algorithm are
larger than those of the first stage, we do not pursue this
matter any further.
The description of REDUCE, COUPLE and DILUTE is
greatly simplied by assuming that each edge and each non-
isolated vertex of Gi has a virtual processor allocated to it.
As a vertex becomes isolated and as an edge is deleted from
the graph, the virtual processor associated with it becomes
idle. This fits the general framework of the previous section.
The execution of DILUTE involves a certain backtracking
process that uses the stack mechanism. The complexity
bounds of COUPLE and DILUTE specified in Figure 2 are
given in this loosely specified setting.
The transition from Gi to Gi+1 involves, among other
things, the deletion of edges and the contraction of pairs of
vertices. When edges are deleted, each row of the array Ni
should be compressed. This can be done in O(log di) time
using the virtual processors allocated to the edges of Gi and
in particular to the used elements of Ni . Similarly, when a
pair of vertices is contracted, the row of Ni that corresponds
to one of them should be appended to the row of the second,
internal edges, if there are any, should be removed and the
identity of the endpoints of all the edges should be updated.
This can again be done in O(log di) time using the virtual
processors allocated to the edges of Gi . A closer look at
these operations shows that they can be implemented
in O(log di) time without the use of any concurrent
reads or writes. This is of course essential as our algorithm
is to run on an EREW PRAM. More detailed implement-
ation details will appear in the subsequent sections of the
paper.
The parallel time of almost all the operations performed
by our algorithm is determined by the maximal degree of
the graph. This is the reason for carefully controlling the
degrees of the graphs constructed.
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5.3. Complexity Analysis
We now bound the complexity of REDUCE. Consider at
first the complexity of the for loop in the idealised setting,
assuming that a virtual processor is initially allocated to
every vertex and edge of G0 . The total time taken by the








[i } log log n+(log log n)2]+
=O((log log n)3)










Using the load balancing scheme of the previous section the
for loop can be simulated, with very high probability, in
O(log n) time using O(nlog n) processors. The failure prob-
ability of this simulation is at most 2&0(2
log n(log log n)2) which is
o(n&c) for any c>0. The failure probability of REDUCE
due to other reasons is exponentially small.
The procedure IMAGE again requires O(log n) time
using O(nlog n) processors. The call to SPARSIFY also
takes only O(log n) time using O(loglog n) processors. The
total running time of REDUCE is therefore O(log n) time
using O(nlog n) processors.
6. The Procedure COUPLE
The input to COUPLE is a graph G=(V, E) with n non-
isolated vertices and maximal degree at most d. The graph
is specified using an n0_d matrix as explained in Sec-
tion 5.2, where n0 is the number of vertices of the original
graph handed to REDUCE. We assume again that a virtual
processor is allocated to each non-isolated vertex and each
edge of G.
To reduce the number of non-isolated vertices in G by a
constant factor we find a matching in the square of G whose
size is, with very high probability, at least n13. Each pair in
this matching is connected by either a single edge or a path
of length two. We note that the paths of length two that con-
nect matched vertices need not be disjoint.
We then contract the pairs of vertices that appear in this
matching and obtain, with very high probability, a graph
with at most 12n13=;n vertices and maximal degree at
most 2d, as required.
Assume, for simplicity, that no vertex in V is isolated.
For every v # V we let f (v) be a random neighbour of v.
The graph Gf =(V, Ef ), where Ef =[(v, f (v)) : v # V] is a
pseudo-forest, i.e., a directed graph in which the outdegree of
each vertex is one. Let Sib/V be the set of vertices v for
which the indegree of f (v) in Gf is at least two. The vertices
of Sib are divided into disjoint sets of siblings, where u and
v are siblings if and only if f (u)= f (v). The size of each such
set is at least two and at most d. Within a set of k2 sib-
lings, we can define a matching of size at least (k&1)2
k3. This gives us a matching whose size is at least |Sib| 3
between the elements of Sib.
We now remove the elements of Sib from Gf . The graph
Gf is now composed of isolated vertices, paths and cycles.
Let Iso be the set of isolated vertices, let Pth be the set of
vertices contained in paths (of length at least two) and let
Cyc be the set of vertices contained in cycles (of length at
least two). We now apply the random mating method of Reif
[Rei84] (see also [MR89]). Each vertex v # Pth _ Cyc
chooses, with equal probabilities, a random colour colour(v)
from [0, 1]. If colour(v)=0 and colour ( f (v))=1, assuming
that f (v) exists, we add (v, f (v)) to the matching. On each
path or cycle of size k2 there are at least (k&1)2k3
disjoint pairs. Each such pair joins the matching, inde-
pendently, with a probability of 14. Finally, note that
|Iso||Sib| , as each element in Iso points do an element in
Sib and no two elements in Iso point to the same element in
Sib. The expected size of the matching that will be obtained
is therefore at least n12. Using the Chernoff bounds it is
easy to show that the probability that the size of the match-
ing will be less than, say, n13 is exponentially small.
The method used to construct the matching admits many
variations. It is not difficult to modify it to obtain a smaller
value of ;. The method presented was chosen for its sim-
plicity.
The method described uses randomisation for two dif-
ferent purposes. The first use of randomisation is in the
construction of the pseudo-forest. The second use is in the
application of the random mating method of Reif [Rei84].
The use of randomisation in the construction of the pseudo-
forest may not seem essential at this point. Indeed, the pro-
cedure will meet all the requirements put forth so far even if,
say, the first edge leaving each vertex will be chosen for the
pseudo-forest. The procedure COUPLE is invoked however
not only from REDUCE, but also from DILUTE (as will be
described in the next section). It is essential for the correct-
ness of DILUTE that the pseudo-forests used by COUPLE
are chosen at random. The use of the random mating
method of Reif [Rei84] may be replaced by extracts from
the deterministic mating method of Gazit [Gaz91] but this
leads to a more complicated algorithm.
6.1. The Implementation of COUPLE
The procedure COUPLE gets the n0_d array N that
holds the adjacency lists of the graph G=(V, E). We
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assume for simplicity that no vertex of G is isolated. A vir-
tual processor is therefore allocated to every vertex and edge
of G. The procedure COUPLE also gets an array h of size
n0 . The array h is used to hold the matching constructed by
COUPLE. Initially h(v)=v for every v # V. The operation of
COUPLE is composed of the following steps:
Pseudo-forest Construction. Each vertex v # V
chooses, with equal probabilities, one of the edges adjacent
to v, i.e., one of the elements of the row N[v]. Let f (v) be the
other end of the edge chosen.
Findings Siblings: Each vertex v # V marks the edge
( f (v), v) in N[ f (v)] as an incoming edge. This is done using
the pointer from the edge (v, f (v)) in N[v] to the edge
( f (v), v) in N[ f (v)]. Each vertex v # V constructs a list of
its incoming edges. This is done by first copying N[v] to a
temporary storage location and then compressing this list,
leaving in it only the edges marked as incoming.
Matching Siblings. If a vertex v # V has at least two
incoming edges, all the vertices pointing to it are marked as
siblings. These markings are performed by the processors
allocated to the edges of v. These processors also hook, i.e.,
match, consecutive pairs of siblings. If u1 , ..., uk are the
vertices pointing to v then h(u1)  u2 , ..., h(u2wk2x&1) 
u2wk2x . The edges (u1 , v), ..., (u2wk2x , v) are marked as con-
nectors. The connector markings are used by DILUTE.
Random Mating. Every vertex v # V that was not
marked as a sibling chooses a random colour colour(v) #
[0, 1] with equal probabilities. If v has only one incoming
edge (u, v) in the pseudo-forest Gf , and if colour(u)=0 and
colour(v)=1, then v is hooked on u, i.e., h(u)  v, and the
edge (u, v) is marked as a connector.
Contractions. If h(v){v, then all the appearances of v
as one of the endpoints of an edge are changed to h(v). The
edges emanating from v are kept in N[v] and are easily
updated. The edges that enter v are easily accessed using the
pointers of the edges of N[v]. The whole operation takes
only O(log d) parallel time. Next, the list N[v] is appended
to the list N[h[v]] and the appropriate pointers are
updated. This takes only O(log d ) time. Self-loops are now
marked for deletion and then deleted by compressing the
adjacency lists. This again takes only O(log d ) time.
The contractions may create parallel edges. We could, if
we wanted too, remove these parallel edges by sorting the
edges in each adjacency list and then remove the duplicates.
This can be implemented in O(log d ) time using, e.g., Cole’s
parallel merge sort [Col88]. However, it is essential for the
correctness of DILUTE that parallel edges are not removed
by COUPLE.
It is easy to see that all these steps can be implemented
without concurrent reads or writes in O(log d ) time, assum-
ing that a virtual processor is allocated to each non-isolated
vertex and each edge of the graph. The total work is then
O(m log d ), where m is the number of edges in the graph.
The same h array is handed to COUPLE whenever it is
called from REDUCE. After the for loop of REDUCE, the
array h defines a forest. The height of each tree in this forest
is at most k=O(log log n). The vertices in each tree of this
forest are exactly the vertices contracted into the root of this
tree. Each root of this forest is a vertex of Gk . Using a
method described in Subsection 7.1 we compute an array h*
of size n such that for every v # V=V0 , h*(v) # Vk is the root
of the tree containing v. We also construct for every vertex
v$ # Vk a list (h*)&1 (v$) that contains the vertices that
belong to the tree whose root is v$. The functions
h*: V0  Vk and (h*)&1: Vk  2V0 are the image and inverse
image functions from G0 to Gk .
7. The Procedure DILUTE
The procedure DILUTE receives a graph G=(V, E) with
n non-isolated vertices, m edges and maximal degree at most
d. The procedure DILUTE should delete edges from G thus
obtaining a subgraph G$=(V, E$) of it in which the number
of edges is at most An, for some fixed A>0. The number of
new connected components formed by these deletions
should be at most O(nlog4 n0), where n0 is the number of
vertices in the original graph.
A cluster C of a graph G=(V, E) is a set of vertices that
belong to the same connected component of G. Note that we
do not require the graph induced by C to be connected.
The procedure DILUTE attempts to identify a small set of
clusters in G whose elements are ‘responsible’ for a substan-
tial part of the edges in the graph. Such clusters will be
called extrovert clusters. Edges connecting vertices in two
different extrovert clusters are then removed from the graph.
This follows the approach of Gazit [Gaz91].
The operation of DILUTE is somewhat similar to the
operation of REDUCE. The details, and especially the
correctness proof, are much more complicated however.
DILUTE also performs k=W4 log1; log n0X=O(log log n0)
iterations, where ;=1213. Each iteration involves a sampl-
ing stage in which some of the edges are thrown away and
another stage in which vertices of low degree are removed.
In addition to the constant ;=1213, DILUTE also uses
the constants :=99100 and 2=100. It is easy to verify that
:4>; and that 2>:(1&:). A complete description of
DILUTE is given in Fig. 3. The implementation details will
be described in Subsection 7.1. The correctness of DILUTE
follows from the following two Theorems.
Theorem 7.1. The graph G$=(V, E$) obtained by
DILUTE is a subgraph of G=(V, E) and it has, with very
high probability, at most O(nlog4 n0) connected components
which are not connected components of G.
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FIG. 3 The procedure DILUTE.
Proof. The function h*: V  V computed by DILUTE
defines a forest of stars. The vertices of each star form a
cluster of G. The stars whose centres are vertices of Vk are
the extrovert clusters and their vertices are the extrovert
vertices of G. Let A1 , ..., An$ be the extrovert clusters. As
DILUTE includes k=W4 log1; log n0X call to COUPLE we
get, with very high probability, that n$nlog4 n0 .
The graph G$ is obtained from G by removong the inter-
nal and the extrovert edges that are not connectors. Let
ConE be the set edges marked as connectors during the
run of DILUTE. An internal edge is an edge that connects
two vertices that belong to the same cluster. An extrovert
edge is an edge that connects a vertex in some extrovert
cluster Ai with a vertex in some other extrovert cluster Aj .
Let IntE be the set of internal edges and let ExtE
be the set of extrovert edges in G. The edge set of the
graph G$=(V, E$) is then E$=(E&Int&Ext) _ Con.
The removal of internal edges that are not connectors
does not create any new connected components as the
connectors supply an alternative path for each internal
edge removed.
Consider now the effect of the removal of the extrovert
edges that are not connectors. We claim that the connected
components in G$ that contain the extrovert clusters
A1 , ..., An$ are the only connected components in G$=
(V, E$) that may not be connected components of G. As
each Ai is also a cluster in G$ there can be at most
n$nlog4 n0 such new connected components.
Consider a connected component C of G. If C does not
contain any extrovert vertices then only internal edges are
removed from C and C is also a connected component of G$.
Suppose therefore that C does contain extrovert vertices.
Let v # C. Consider a simple path p from v to some extrovert
vertex u # C that does not go through any intermediate
extrovert vertices. None of the edges of p is extrovert thus v
is also connected to u in G$. Thus, every vertex v of G$ is
either contained in a connected component which is also a
connected component of G, or it is contained in a possibly
new connected component that contains an extrovert
vertex. This completes the proof. K
Theorem 7.2. The number of edges in G$=(V, E$)
is, with very high probability, at most An, for some fixed
A>0.
Proof. The edges of G$ are edges of G that were either
marked as connectors or as introvert (or both). As each
contraction of a pair of vertices causes at most two edges to
become connectors, and as there can be at most n such con-
tractions, at most 2n edges of G are marked as connectors.
We are left therefore with the task of bounding the number
of edges of G marked as introvert.
Let Gi=(Vi , Ei), for 0ik, be the graph at the begin-
ning of the i th iteration of DILUTE. Each vertex of Gi is
obtained by contracting a cluster of G. Some of these
clusters become introvert and are then removed. Let
hi : V  Vi _ [0] be the mapping that assigns to each vertex
v # V the vertex in Gi into which v was contracted, or 0 if v
was contracted into a vertex that was thrown away as being
introvert in one of the previous iterations.
Let Ei*=[(hi (u), hi (v)) : (u, v) # E and hi (u){hi (v) and
hi (u), hi (v){0]. The set Ei* may contain parallel edges.
Clearly EiEi*. Some edges of Ei* may not appear in Ei as
they have been removed during one of the sampling stages.
We say that the edges of Ei are alive during the i th iteration
and that the edges of Ei*&Ei are dead during this iteration.
A vertex v # Vi becomes introvert if it is adjacent to less than
2 live edges. If a vertex v # Vi becomes introvert we say that
all the edges of Ei* adjacent to v become introvert. Let Fi be
the set of edges that become introvert during the i th itera-
tion. It is easy to see that the set k&1i=0 Fi is in one to one
correspondence with the set of edges marked by the algo-
rithm as introvert after all the iterations have finished. We
next obtain a bound on the number of edges that become
introvert during the i th iteration.
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Lemma 7.3. The number of edges that become introvert
during the i th iteration is, with very high probability, at most
B:in, for some fixed B>0.
Proof. Let G0 , G1 , ..., Gk be the sequence of graphs
obtained by running DILUTE. Let V0 , V1 , ..., be the
sequence of vertex sets of these graphs. Let f0 , f1 , ..., where
fi : Vi  Vi , be the sequence of pseudo-forests chosen, and let
M0 , M1 , ... be the sequence of matchings obtained. All these
objects are in fact random variables.
We consider the conditional probability of having at least
B:in introvert edges in the i th iteration, given the sequences
V0 , V1 , ..., Vi , f0 , f1 , ..., fi&1 and M0 , M1 , ..., Mi&1. These
sequences determine the sequence E0*, E1*, ..., Ei*, but they
do not determine the sequence E0 , E1 , ..., Ei and therefore
the sequence G0 , G1 , ..., Gi , as they do not determine which
edges are alive and which are dead in each iteration. They
do induce of course probabilities on the edges of E0*,
E1*, ..., Ei* being either live or dead. We assume, as we can
with very high probability, that |Vi |;in, for 0ik.
Let e be an edge of Ei*. What is the conditional prob-
ability that e is alive at the beginning of the i th iteration,
given the sequences V0 , V1 , ..., Vi , f0 , f1 , ..., fi&1 and M0 ,
M1 , ..., Mi&1? It is tempting to say that the answer is about
:i, as e has to pass i selection phases and the probability of
survival in each one of them is :. This is of course an over
simplication that ignores certain important factors. On the
one hand, we know that e was not contracted in any of the
previous iterations. This seems to decrease the probability
of e being alive. On the other hand, the two endpoints of e
were not declared introvert in any of the previous iterations.
Each endpoint of e had, therefore, at least 2 live edges
during each one of the preceding iterations. This seems to
increase the probability of e being alive. A lower bound
on this probability, taking all these considerations into
account, is presented in the following lemma.
Lemma 7.4. Let e be an edge of Ei*. The probability that
e is alive at the beginning of the ith iteration, given the
sequences V0 , V1 , ..., Vi , f0 , f1 , ..., fi&1 and M0 , M1 , ..., Mi&1
is at least 12:
3i.
Proof. Let 1 be the event that corresponds to the
sequences V0 , V1 , ..., Vi , f0 , f1 , ..., fi&1 and M0 , M1 , ..., Mi&1.
Let W0 denote the event that e is dead at the beginning of the
ith iteration, i.e., that e  Ei , and let W1 denote the event
that e is alive at the beginning of the i th iteration, i.e., that
e # Ei . We have to show that Pr[W1 | 1] 12:
3i.
A point | of the sample space is an atomic event in which
the outcomes of all the random decisions of the algorithm
are specified. These random decisions include the decisions
made during the sampling stage, the selection of the pseudo-
forests, and the random decisions made by the random
mating stage of COUPLE.
Let W j0 , for 0 j<i, be the event that the edge e was
killed during the j th iteration. Clearly W0= i&1j=0 W
j
0 . Let
| j0 # W
j
0 & 1. We construct a point |1 # W1 & 1 in the
following way. The point |1 is identical to | j0 , except that
e survives the sampling stages in iterations j, ..., i&1 and
dies in the sampling stage of iteration i. Note that e is alive
in |1 in the beginning of the i th iteration. It is easy to check
that |1 corresponds to a possible run of DILUTE and it is
therefore a point in the sample space and in the event
W1 & 1. We claim that
Pr[|1]:i& j } \ 22+1+
2(i& j )
} Pr[| j0].
The :i& j accounts for the fact e is now to survive i& j
further sampling stages before dying. The pseudo-forests
chosen in |1 should be the same as those chosen in | j0 . Let
ul and vl be the endpoints of e at the beginning of the l th
iteration, for some jl<i. Let deg(ul ) and deg(vl ) be the
degrees of ul and vl , according to | j0 , in the beginning of the
l th iteration. We know that deg(ul ), deg(vl )2. Let eul and
evl be the edges chosen for the pseudo-forest by ul and vl in
the l th iteration. The probabilities of these choices, in | j0 ,
are 1deg(ul ) and 1deg(vl ), as the edges are chosen to be in
the pseudo-forest with equal probabilities. In |1 , the edge e
is alive and the degrees of ul and vl are now deg(ul )+1
and deg(vl )+1. The probabilities that eu and ev will be
chosen now are only 1(deg(ul )+1) and 1(deg(vl )+1),
respectively. The bound follows from the fact that
deg(ul )(deg(ul )+1), deg(vl )(deg(vl )+1)2(2+1) and
the fact that 2(i& j) identical decisions should be made.
Using the fact 2:(1&:) we get that 2(2+1): and
therefore
Pr[|1]:3(i& j) } Pr[| j0 ].
The transformation F from | j0  |1 is a one to one trans-
formation from W j0 & 1 to W1 & 1. It is not one to one
however from W0 & 1 to W1 & 1. For a point |1 # W1 there
may exist a sequence of points |00 , |
1
0 , ..., |
i&1
0 , such that




0)=|1 . For some j ’s, the point |
j
0 may
not exist. If a point | j0 does not exist, we let Pr[|
j
0]=0. An











As a consequence we get that Pr[W1 & 1]




} Pr[W0 | 1].
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Considering again the proof just given, we see that if
e$1 , ..., el$ are edges of Ei* distinct from e, and if e$1 , ..., el$ are
dead in the beginning of the i th iteration according to | j0 ,
then these edges are also dead in the start of the i th iteration
according to |1 . We therefore obtain the following
strengthened version of Lemma 7.4.
Lemma 7.5. Let e1 , ..., el be distinct edges of Ei*. The
probability that e1 is alive at the beginning of the ith iteration,
given the sequences V0 , V1 , ..., Vi , f0 , f1 , ..., fi&1 and M0 ,
M1 , ..., Mi&1 and given that e2 , ..., el are dead in the
beginning of the i th iteration, is at least 12:
3i.
We now return to the proof of Lemma 7.3. We prove that
for any sequences V0 , V1 , ..., Vi , f0 , f1 , ..., fi&1 and M0 ,
M1 , ...., Mi&1 , the conditional probability that more than
B:in edges become introvert during the i th iteration is
exponentially small. The claim of the Lemma follows
immediately from this claim.
Consider the vertex set Vi of the graph Gi at the start of
the i th iteration. Some of the vertices of Vi become introvert
vertices during the i th iteration and all the edges adjacent to
them become introvert edges. Let us bound the probability
that a specific subset UVi becomes introvert and that as
a result at least yi=B:in edges become introvert. Multiply-
ing this probability by 2ni, the number of possible subsets of
vertices that may become introvert, me obtain a bound on
the probability of obtaining at least yi=B:in introvert
edges in the i th iteration.
Let U=[v1 , ..., vl] be a subset of Vi . Let Fi be the set of
edges adjacent to at least one vertex from U. The set Fi is the
set of edges that become introvert if the vertices of U, and
only them, become introvert. We assume that |Fi |yi . Let
Fi$Fi be a fixed subset of Fi of size exactly yi . Let mj be the
number of edges from Fi$ that are adjacent to vj . If the ver-
tices of U are to become introvert then all the edges of Fi$ ,
except for at most 2 edges touching each vertex of U must
be dead after the sampling stage of the i th iteration. Let Fi"
be a subset of Fi$ obtained by removing at most 2 edges that
are adjacent to each vertex of U. The size of Fi" is at






2 choices for Fi" (we may assume that mj>0 for
every 1 jl ). Using the arithmetic-geometric mean
inequality and using the fact that j mj2yi , we get that
the number of these choices is at most (4yil )2l. Using
Lemma 7.5 we get that the probability that all the edges of
Fi" are dead after the sampling stage of the i thy iteration is
at most (1& 12:
3i+1)yi&2le&(12)(yi&2l):3i+1.
Let Ii be the random variable giving the number of edges
that become introvert during the i th iteration. Let 1 be as
in the proof of Lemma 7.4. We get therefore that
Pr[Iiyi | 1]2ni } \4yil +
2l
} e&(12)(yi&2l ):3i+1.
The function (cx)x is increasing for xce. As lni
4yie, we get that (4yil)2l(4yini)2ni and therefore
Pr[Iiyi | 1]2ni } \4yini +
2ni
} e&(12)(yi&2ni):3i+1
Taking the logarithm of this expression, and recalling that
ni;in and that yi=B:in we get








As :4>;, the dominant term in this expression is
&12B:
4i+1. If B is chosen to be large enough, the whole
expression is negative for all values of i0. It can be easily
checked, for example, that if B=2000 then the above
expression is always smaller than &40&:4in. With this
choice of parameters we get therefore that Pr[Iiyi | 1]
e&40:4in. Note that as ik and :4>;, we get that
:4innlog4 n0 . This completes the proof of Lemma 7.3. K
We finally return to the proof of Theorem 7.2. The
number of edges marked as connectors is at most 2n.
The number of edges marked as introvert is at most
k&1i=0 B:
inB(1&:)n. The theorem then follows by
taking A=B(1+:)+2=200002.
7.1. The Implementation of DILUTE
The implementation of DILUTE is relatively straight-
forward. We assume again that a virtual processor is
initially allocated to edge non-isolated vertex of G0 , the
input graph to DILUTE. When an edge is deleted and when
a vertex becomes isolated, the processors associated with
them become idle. This implementation that ignores the
processors allocation issue is then turned into a concrete
implementation using the load balancing scheme of
Section 4.
Let ni be the number of vertices in Gi , let mi be the
number of edges of Gi and let di be the maximal degree of Gi .
It is easy to see that ni;in and that did2i, where n is the
number of vertices of G0 and d is the maximal degree of G0 .
Because of the sampling stage at the beginning of each itera-
tion, we get that with very high probability mi2:im,
where m is the number of edges in G0 .
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The edge sampling and the marking and throwing away
of the introvert vertices in the ith iteration are easily
implemented in O(log di) time and O(mi log di) work. The
call to COUPLE in the i th iteration requires O(log di) time
and O(mi log di) work. The total time required by the for








=O((log d) } log log n+(log log n)2)




mi log di+=O \ :
k&1
i=0
:im } (log d+i)+








The calls to REDUCE during the for loop of DILUTE
produce an array h. If vertex v is contracted in one of the
iterations into vertex u, then h(v)=u. A vertex v is con-
tracted in at most one of the iterations. In each one of the
iterations at most one vertex is contracted into v. The array
h defines a forest. The depth of this forest is at most
k=O(log log n). We are supposed to compute an array h*
so that for every vertex v, h*(x) is the root of the tree con-
taining v. The array h* is constructed in the following way.
For every vertex v # Vk we let h*(v)  v. We then perform a
second loop in which i ranges from k&1 downto 0. If u was
contracted into v in the i th iteration of the first loop, then
in the i th iteration of the second loop, the actual processor
allocated to u during the i th iteration of the first loop per-
forms h*(u)  h*(v). It is easy to check that this produces
the array h* as required.
All the subsequent operations of the procedure DILUTE
are then performed in O(log d) time using O(m log d) work.
The total running time of DILUTE is therefore O((log d ) }
log log n+(log log n)2) and the total work is O(m log d ), as
promised.
7.2. A Comparison with Gazit's Algorithm
The procedure DILUTE forms the heart of the first stage
of our algorithm. The general structure of DILUTE is
similar to the partitioning procedure used by Gazit
[Gaz91]. Gazit’s procedure however runs on the much
stronger CRCW PRAM. Many intricate changes had to be
made to obtain a version of this procedure that could run on
an EREW PRAM.
In the (Arbitrary) CRCW PRAM model used by Gazit,
the degrees of the vertices of the graph have no influence on
the running time of the algorithm. The situation is com-
pletely different in the EREW PRAM model. To avoid con-
current reads and writes, all the operations performed on a
graph should use its adjacency lists. The time required to
perform an operation is usually determined by the maximal
degree of the graph. To obtain a logarithmic running time
the degrees of the vertices have to be carefully controlled.
To solve the processor allocation problem of his algo-
rithm, Gazit uses a CRCW PRAM prefix sums algorithm of
Cole and Vishkin [CV89] that runs in O(log nlog log n)
time. On an EREW PRAM, the running time of any prefix
sums algorithm is 0(log n) ([CDR86], [DKR94]). Again,
an alternative had to be found. Our algorithm uses instead
the load balancing scheme described in Section 4.
The contraction in Gazit’s algorithm are performed
using a deterministic mating procedure. This procedure finds
stars and contracts them. The degrees of these stars are
unbounded so we could not adopt the same approach. As a
replacement, we use the procedure COUPLE that finds
pairs of vertices instead of stars.
The sampling stage in our algorithm is also different from
the sampling stage in Gazit’s algorithm. At the i th iteration
Gazit chooses a random sample of :im edges. The sample is
chosen from the original edge set of the graph. Edges that
were not sampled in some iteration may be sampled in a
subsequent iteration. The sample we choose in the i th itera-
tion is always a subset of the sample chosen in the i&1th
iteration. We cannot adopt Gazit’s approach as construct-
ing the adjacency lists of the sampled graph will involve too
much work.
The fact that our samples are not independent extremely
complicates the correctness proof of our algorithm (cf.
Lemma 7.3). To make the proof go though we have to
change the definition of introvert vertices. In Gazit’s algo-
rithm an introvert vertex is a vertex that has no sampled
edges adjacent to it. In our algorithm an introvert vertex is
a vertex with less than 2=100 live (i.e., sampled) edges
adjacent to it. Our proof makes an essential use of the fact
that the construction of the pseudo-forest used to obtain the
matching is randomised and that each edge has a small
enough probability (at most 12) of being chosen. Our
proof uses the fact that 2:(1&:) and it does not work
therefore for 2=1, as in Gazit’s algorithm. It is possible
however that our algorithm remains correct even
when 2=1 but a different proof is needed in order to
show it.
8. The Procedure IMAGE
The input to IMAGE is composed of a graph G=(V, E )
and a partial image G$=(V$, E$) of it along with the image
function h: V  V$ and the inverse image function
h&1: V$  2V. The image function h gives for every vertex
v # V the vertex h(v) # V$ to which v is mapped. The inverse
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image function h&1 gives for every vertex v$ # V$ a list con-
taining the vertices of V mapped into v$. The procedure
IMAGE returns the graph G"=(V$, E") where E"=
[(h(u), h(v)): (u, v) # E and h(u){h(v)].
Each vertex v # V has a list of the edges adjacent to v.
Each edge (v, u) has a pointer to its opposite edge (u, v).
Each vertex v$ # V$ has a linked list containing the vertices
of V mapped into v$, i.e., the vertices of the set h&1(v$).
The graph G" is constructed as follows. Each vertex v dis-
tributes its image h(v) to all the edges adjacent to it. Each
edge learns in this way the image under h of its first
endpoint. Each edge then learns the image under h of its
second endpoint by sharing information with its opposite
edge. Each edge (u, v) is thus replaced by an edge (h(u), h(v)).
Edges for which h(u)=h(v) are marked for deletion and then
deleted by compressing the adjacency lists of G.
To generate the adjacency lists of G" we have to con-
catenate the adjacency lists of all the vertices of G that are
mapped into the same vertex of V$. This is easily done using
the linked list h&1(v$) that we have for each vertex v$ # V$.
Note that we do not remove parallel edges from G" as
this requires more than linear work. The graph G" may
therefore be a multigraph but this causes no problems in
SPARSIFY.
All these operations can be performed without any
concurrent reads and writes in O(log n) time using
O((m+n)log n) processors, where n=|V | and m=|E |,
using optimal list ranking and prefix sums algorithms.
9. The Procedure SPARSIFY
The procedure SPARSIFY is based on the sampling
Lemma of Karger, Klein and Tarjan [KKT95]. This
Lemma is the key to their randomised linear-time algorithm
for finding minimum spanning trees. The original version of
this Lemma was obtained by Karger [Kar93], [KNP92].
Klein and Tarjan [KT94] then obtained the tighter version
that can also be found in [KKT95].
As our graph is unweighted, we only need the following
simplified version of the sampling Lemma of Karger, Klein
and Tarjan. For completeness, we include a proof of this
version. Throughout this section, all graphs may contain
parallel edges.
Lemma 9.1. Let G=(V, E) be a graph with n vertices
and m edges and let 0<p<1. Let G$=(V, E$) be a random
subgraph of G obtained by including each edge of E in E$
independently with probability p. Then, the probability that
the number of edges of E that connect vertices in different
connected components of the subgraph G$=(V, E$) exceeds
2np is at most e&n4.
Proof. Let e1 , e2 , ..., em be the edges of E in some order.
An edge is said to be selected if it is in E$. Let E$i be the set
of selected edges among e1 , e2 , ..., ei . An edge ei is said to be
a bridge if it connects different connected components of the
graph (V, E$i&1). The number of bridges obtained is clearly an
upper bound on the number of edges in E that connect
different connected components of G$=(V, E$). We therefore
bound the probability of obtaining at least k=2np bridges.
It is easy to see that the number of selected bridges can be
at most n&1 as afterwards the subgraph composed of the
selected edges is completely connected. For every string
w=w1w2 } } } wk # [0, 1]k, consider the event Aw in which
the i th bridge, for 1ik, is selected if and only if wi=1.
Some of these events, like those in which w contains more
than n&1 ones, are empty. Note that the decisions whether
or not to include each one of the first i bridges uniquely
whether there will be an i+1st bridge and if so which edge
in the sequence this would be. Thus, each event Aw is either
empty, or there is a sequence b1<b2< } } } <bk of indices
such that the event Aw occurs if and only if the edge eb i is
selected whenever wi=1 and unselected otherwise. The
union of all the events Aw , for every w # [0, 1]k, is the event
of having at least k bridges.
Suppose that w # [0, 1]k and that w contains j ones and
k&j zeros. If the event Aw is not empty then jn&1. As the
decision whether to select the i th bridge is independent of all
the previous selections, the probability of the event Aw is at
most p j (1&p)k&j. The probability of obtaining at least k
bridges is therefore bounded by n&1j=0 (
k
j ) p
j (1&p)k&j . This
is exactly the probability that a binomial random variable
with mean pk=2n gets a value below n. Using a standard
Chernoff bound (see Alon and Spenser [AS92],
p. 237) it is easy to see that this probability is bounded by
e&n4. K
The procedure SPARSIFY receives a graph G=(V, E )
with n vertices and m edges. It builds a random subgraph
G$=(V$, E$) of G by including each edge of E in E$ inde-
pendently with probability p=1log2 n and then removing
the isolated vertices. The graph G$ will have, with very high
probability, at most O(mlog2 n) vertices and edges. We
then find the connected components of G$ using the proce-
dure CONNECT that constitutes the second state of our
algorithm. This takes O(log n) time using O((n+m)log n)
processors. The procedure CONNECT outputs an image
G"=(V", ,) of G$ together with an image function
h$: V$  V" and the inverse image function (h$)&1: V"  2V$.
A call to IMAGE(G, G") produces an image G"=(V, E")
of G$. It follows from Lemma 9.1 that the number of edges
in G" is, with very high probability, at most O(n log2 n), as
required.
PART II: FINDING THE CONNECTED COMPONENTS
10. An Overview of the Second Stage
In this part of the paper we describe the second stage of
our algorithm. The input of this stage is a graph G=(V, E )
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with n vertices and m edges. We are supposed to find the
connected components of this graph in O(log n) time using
O((n+m) log n) processors. We achieve this goal using an
adaptation of the algorithm of Karger et al. [KNP92].
Before describing our algorithm we therefore review, in the
next subsection, the algorithm of Karger et al. [KNP92].
An overview of our algorithm is then given in Subsection
10.2. The detailed description of our stage is then given in
Sections 12 to 16.
10.1. The Algorithm of Karger, Nisan, and Parnas
Most parallel connectivity algorithms find the connected
components of the input graph by performing a sequence of
hooking and contraction phases. In a hooking phase each
vertex v sets a pointer f (v) to one of the neighbours of v in
the graph. It is usually required that the graph defined by
these pointers will be a forest. In a contraction phase, each
tree of the forest obtained in the preceding hooking phase is
contracted into a single vertex.
Let G=(V, E ) be a graph on n vertices numbered
1, 2, ..., n. Assume that the degree of each vertex of G is at
least d. Let N(v) denote the set of neighbours in G of a vertex
v # V. We consider a vertex v to be a neighbour of itself and
therefore v # N(v). Consider the following hooking scheme.
Each vertex in N(N(v))=u # N(v) N(u), and hooks to it.
This can be implemented in two rounds. In each round each
vertex considers the vertices adjacent to it. A vertex hooks
to itself if there is no vertex larger than it in N(N(v)). As
each vertex hooks either to itself or to a vertex with a larger
serial number, no cycles are formed and the pointers chosen
define a forest. It is easy to check that the distance between
two vertices that are roots in this forest is greater than two.
The neighbours of the roots are thus disjoint and the
number of trees in the forest is at most nd.
In graphs with a large minimal degree, each such hooking
iteration greatly reduces the number of vertices in the graph
and the algorithm will complete after a relatively small
number of iterations. The algorithm may require many
iterations however, if the input graph has many vertices of
small degree.
The above hooking scheme will work correctly if the
neighbourhood N(v) of each vertex is replaced by a virtual
neighbourhood C(v), provided that all the vertices of C(v)
are in the connected component of v and that the virtual
neighbourhoods defined are symmetric, in the sense that
u # C(v) if and only if v # C(u). We are thus left with the task
of finding for each vertex v of the graph a large virtual
neighbourhood.
Karger, Nisan and Parnas [KNP92] construct the vir-
tual neighbourhoods using relatively short random walks.
A similar approach was used by Aleliunas et al. [AKL+79]
and recently by Nisan, Szemeredi and Wigderson
[NSW92] and Barnes and Feige [BF93] to obtain space
efficient algorithms and time-space tradeoffs for undirected
s-t connectivity.
Barnes and Feige [BF93], proving a conjecture of Linial,
showed that a random walk of length s in an undirected
connected graph is likely to visit at least 0(s13) vertices (or
all the vertices of the graph). A slightly weeker bound of
0(s14) appears in Karger et al. [KNP92].
The algorithm of Karger et al. [KNP92] initiates ran-
dom walks of length 3(n=), for some =>0, from each of the
n vertices of the graph G. A vertex u belongs to the virtual
neighbourhood C(v) of vertex v if the random walk that
starts at v passes through u or if the random walk that
starts at u passes through v. The size of each virtual
neighbourhood C(v) is, with very high probability, at least
0(n=3), or otherwise, C(v) contains all the vertices in the
connected component of v, which is even better. The algo-
rithm would therefore terminate after O(1=) hooking and
contraction phases. The description above is slightly over
simplified. Due to implementation reasons, the exact defini-
tion of the virtual neighbourhoods is slightly more com-
plicated.
Karger et al. implement each hooking phase, including
the random walks, in O(log n) time using O(n1+=+m) pro-
cessors. Each contraction phase is easily implemented in
O(log n) time using O((n+m)log n) processors. As their
algorithm uses only constant number of phases, their whole
algorithm runs in O(log n) time using O(n1+=+m) pro-
cessors. Karger et al. also describe a slightly improved ver-
sion of their algorithm that uses only O((n1+=+m)log n)
processors.
10.2. Our Connected Components Algorithm
The algorithm of Karger et al. uses O(1) phases of ran-
dom walks. The random walks used in each phase are all of
length 3(n=). The implementation of each phase of random
walks takes O(log n) time using O(n1+=+m) processors.
Our algorithm performs about O(log log n) phases of
random walks. The first random walks performed are
extremely short and require substantially less than O(log n)
time. The random walks become longer and longer as the
number of non-isolated vertices in the graph becomes
smaller and the number of processors allocated to each such
vertex becomes larger. The lengths of the random walks
performed form a doubly exponential sequence. We use a
simple scheme to allocate more and more processors to the
surviving vertices of the graph.
Our second stage begins by obtaining an image of the
input graph in which the maximal degree is at most three.
Again, we carefully control the growth of the degrees in the
graph. The first random walk phases are therefore per-
formed on graphs with small maximal degrees. A phase of
random walks of length s starting from each vertex of a
graph containing n vertices, m edges and maximal degree d
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is implemented in O(log s+log d ) time using sn+m
processors.
The input to the second stage is a graph G=(V, E) with
n vertices and m edges. We are to find its connected com-
ponents in O(log n) time using O((m+n) log n) processors.
The graph G is immediately transformed, as already men-
tioned, into a graph with O(n+m) vertices and edges with
maximal degree at most three. We assume therefore, for
simplicity, that the input graph G=(V, E) is already of this
form, i.e., that the maximal degree of G is at most three and
that therefore m1.5n. We are then to find the connected
components of G in O(log n) time using O(n log n)
processors.
The simple data structures that allow us to allocate more
and more processors to the surviving vertices of the graph
are described in the next subsection. A high level description
of the procedure CONNECT that constitutes the second
stage of our algorithm is tehn given in Section 11.
10.3. Graph Organization
As in the first stage of our algorithm, the graph G=
(V, E ) is represented using its adjacency lists. Each vertex v
has an array N[v] in which the edges adjacent to v are
stored in consecutive memory locations. Each edge (v, u) in
N[v] has a pointer to its opposite edge (u, v) in N[v]. The
graph G is changed during the course of the algorithm. We
always use G to refer to the current state of the graph and
not to its original state.
We have 3(n log n) processors at our disposal. We
allocate 3(log n) processors to each vertex of G and a single
processor to each edge of G. Each processor allocated to a
vertex knows its serial number among the processors
allocated to that vertex.
The vertices of G are organised in stars. The leaves of
these stars get the attribute DONE. The roots of these stars
get the attribute STAR. Each DONE vertex v has a pointer
root(v) to the root of its star. If u is a STAR vertex then
root(u)=u. Each STAR vertex u has an array vertices[u]
that holds a list of all the vertices in its star (including itself)
and a field size(u) that holds the length of this list (i.e., the
size of the star). Each vertex v in vertices[u] knows its serial
number in the list. In this way a STAR vertex v can be easily
assigned with size(v) } log n processors. At the beginning of
the algorithm all vertices get the attribute STAR.
When a star is formed, by the amalgation of some existing
stars, the adjacency lists of all the vertices participating in
it are amalgamated into a single adjacency list. An edge
(x, y ) of the original graph is converted into the edge
(root(x), root( y )). A STAR vertex v has an array N[v] that
holds the list of all the edges that connect the STAR v to the
other STARs. There is a pointer from the edge (u, v) in
N[u] to the edge (v, u) in N[v] and vice versa. The degree
of v is the length of the list N[v]. As the original graph has
maximal degree 3, the degree of a STAR v is at most
3 } size(v). When the adjacency list of a start is formed,
internal and parallel edges are removed. The processors
allocated to removed edges become inactive.
The STAR vertices of the graph are organised in trees.
Each STAR vertex v has a pointer parent(v) to another
STAR vertex of the graph. If v is a root of a tree in the forest
thus formed then parent(v)=v. Each STAR vertex v has an
array children[v] that holds a list of all the STAR vertices
that point to it. Each STAR vertex u in the list children[v]
has a pointer to its place in the list. The size size(T) of a tree
T is defined as the sum of the sizes of all the STAR vertices
in that tree. Clearly, the super-vertices in a tree T have
together at most 3 } size(T) neighbours. At the beginning of
the algorithm each STAR vertex v forms a tree of its own
and parent(v)=v.
11. The Procedure CONNECT
The procedure CONNECT that finds the connected com-
ponents is described in Fig. 4. The procedure CONNECT
calls the procedures CONTRACT and HOOK described in
Sections 12 and 13. To get the algorithm started we perform
a single step, not shown in Figure 4, in which every vertex
hooks on the largest vertex at a distance at most two from
itself. This can be easily implemented in O(1) time as the
degree of each vertex is at most three. Every non-isolated ver-
tex in G is now contained in a three whose size is at least two.
Define the sequence s0=2 and si+1=s43i . Clearly,
si=2(43)
i
. The algorithm performs k=Wlog43 log nX=
O(log log n) iterations. Note that skn and that (43)k=
O(log n). The i th iteration includes a contraction phase in
which trees whose sizes are at most si+1 are contracted,
followed by a hooking phase that uses random walks of
length 3(si ).
Before the i th iteration of the algorithm, where 1ik, is
executed, the size of each tree in G, that does not correspond
to a complete connected component of G, is at least si . The
size of each STAR vertex, however, is at most si .
FIG. 4. The procedure CONNECT
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The i th iteration starts by a call to CONTRACT(si+1).
This call contracts each tree in G whose size is at most si+1
into a single STAR vertex. The STAR vertices that
correspond to trees that were contracted during this itera-
tion get the attribute ACT(active). All STAR vertices con-
tained in trees that were not contracted get the attribute
INA (inactive). ACT vertices that correspond to complete
connected components are removed from the graph. The
size of each remaining ACT vertex is a least si , as we
assumed that the size of each tree in G (that does not
correspond to a complete connected component of G ) at the
beginning of the i th iteration is at least si . The execution of
these operations takes O(log si+1+log log n) time. This
part of the algorithm is reminiscent of the algorithms of
Johnson and Metaxas [JM91], [JM92] and Chong and
Lam [CL95].
A call is next made to HOOK(si ). This call starts 3(log n)
independent random walks of length 3(si ) from each ACT
vertex of G. Each such random walk is stopped if it reaches
an INA vertex. As the size of each ACT vertex is at least si ,
each ACT vertex has at least si } log n processors allocated
to it. As the size of each ACT vertex is at most si+1 , its
degree is at most 3 } si+1. These random walks can therefore
be implemented in O(log si+1+log log n) time.
Using these random walks we obtain, with very high
probability, for every ACT vertex, a virtual neighbourhood
that is either of size at least s13i , or contains an INA vertex,
or contains all the vertices of the corresponding connected
component.
Using these virtual neighbourhoods, we hook ACT ver-
tices on either INA vertices or other ACT vertices so that
the size of each tree that does not correspond to a complete
connected component is, with very high probability, at least
si+1 . Our hooking method is slightly different from that
used by Karger et al. [KNP92] as we want to ensure not
only that the number of trees formed is small enough but
also to ensure that each tree formed is large enough. The
hooking process takes again O(log si+1+log log n) time.
The O(log log n) term accounts for the fact that we have to
consider the results of 3(log n) independent random walks
from each vertex. When the hooking process is done we
ignore the ACT and INA attributes. This completes the i th
iteration. The graph now satisfies the conditions that should
be met before the i+1st iteration.
The i th iteration takes O(log si+1+log log n) time, using











After these k=O(log log n) iterations are performed we are
left with a collection of stars. Each star corresponds to a
complete connected component of the original graph.
We now describe in some more detail the contractions,
the random walks and the hookings phases.
12. The Procedure CONTRACT
The input to the contraction phase is a graph in which
each tree of STARs is of size at least si (ignoring trees that
correspond to complete connected components) and each
STAR is of size at most si . The degree of each STAR is
therefore at most d=3 } si . We are supposed to contract
each tree T whose size is at most s=si+1 and replace it by
a single STAR vertex. If r is the root of a tree T of size at
most s, then r will stay a STAR vertex. All the other STAR
vertex of T, including the DONE vertices of these stars will
now point to r. The adjacency arrays of all the STAR
vertices in T will be amalgamated into a single adjacency
array N[r]. During this amalgamation, duplicate and
parallel edges will be removed. The arrays vertices[v] of
the STAR vertices v of T will also be amalgamated into the
single array vertices [r]. The array children[r] will be
reset to contain only r itself and parent(r) will be set
to r. This is again reminiscent of the algorithm of Chong and
Lam [CL95].
We shortly sketch the implementation details of the
contraction phase. Using the children arrays of the STAR
vertices we can easily define an Euler tour in each tree. This
takes only O(1) time. We then perform the first O(log s)
steps of the naive list ranking algorithm in an attempt to
sum the sizes of the STAR vertices in each tree. Each STAR
vertex can then know whether it belongs to a tree of size at
most s (note that a tree of size at most s contains in par-
ticular at most s STAR vertices). We then use the list
ranking algorithm to compute the prefix sums of the sizes
of STAR vertices contained in each small enough tree. This
again takes only O(log s) time. It is then easy to
amalgamate the lists vertices[v] associated with the STAR
vertices in each tree. The amalgamation takes O(log d ) time
as O(log d ) time is needed in the EREW PRAM model to
distribute the corresponding prefix sum to the at most
sid DONE vertices assocated with each STAR vertex.
In a similar manner we amalgamate the arrays N[v]
associated with the STAR vertices in each tree. This
amalgamation again takes O(log s+log d ) time. If v is a
STAR vertex in a tree T that was contracted to its root r,
then every edge (u, v) connected to v should now be
replaced by an edge (u, r). This is done using the pointer
from (v, u) in N[v] to (u, v) in N[u]. Internal edges,
i.e., edges between two STAR vertices contained in a con-
tracted tree, are removed. All the adjacency lists are now
sorted and parallel edges are removed. As the length of
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each adjacency list is at most 3s, the sorting takes only
O(log s) time. The total time required by the contraction
stage is therefore O(log s+log d )=O(log si+1). For
all these operations we use only one processor for each
vertex of the graph and at most one processor for each
edge.
13. The Procedure HOOK
The input to the hooking phase is a graph produced by
the contraction phase. The forest defined by the parent poin-
ters is composed of trees whose size is at least si+1 (ignoring
again trees that correspond to complete connected com-
ponents) and STAR vertices that result from trees contrac-
ted during the contraction phase. Each such STAR vertex is
of size at least si and at most si+1. These STAR vertices
have the attribute ACT. The STAR vertices contrained in
trees all have the attribute INA. Each ACT vertex v has at
least size(v) } log nsi } log n processors allocated to it and
its degree is at most 3si+1 .
Using 3(log n) independent random walks of length
3(si ), we obtain for every ACT vertex v a virtual neighbour-
hood that, with very high probability, either includes at
least s13i vertices, or includes an INA vertex, or includes all
the vertices in the connected component of v. We also make
sure that the virtual neighbouthood of v will not be too big,
so that the vertex with the largest serial number in this
neighbourhood could be found in O(log si+1+log log n)
time. The way these neighbourhoods are obtained is
described in the next section. Their construction takes again
O(log si+1+log log n) time.
Each STAR vertex in G has an associated serial number.
We want the serial numbers of the INA vertices to be larger
than those of the ACT vertices. To achieve this we tem-
porarily add n to the serial number of each INA vertex.
Each ACT vertex v scans its neighbourhood C(v). If C(v)
contains a vertex u with a serial number larger than v then
v hooks to u, i.e., parent(v)  u. If such a vertex is not found,
then v hooks to the vertex with the largest serial number in
C(C(v)). This vertex may be v itself. This again takes
O(log si+1+log log n) time.
Each ACT vertex hooks either to itself or to a vertex with
a larger serial number. No cycles are thus formed. Sup-
pose now that an ACT vertex v hooked to itself, i.e.,
parent(v)=v, and became the root a tree. We claim that all
the vertices in C(v) hooked to v. Let u # C(v). As u<v and
v # C(u), the vertex u hooks on some vertex w # C(u). As
w # C(u)C(C(v)), we get that wv and u does indeed
hook to v.
We now show that the size of each tree (which does not
correspond to a complete connected component) in the
graph after the hooking process is at least si+1. Each tree of
INA vertices was of size si+1 to begin with. Some ACT
vertices may have hooked to such trees. This will only
increase their size. Consider now a tree T formed entirely
from ACT vertices. Let r be the root of this tree. We have
shown that all vertices of C(r) will hook on r and thus
belong to T. The set C(r) contains at least s13i vertices and
the size of each such vertex is at least si . The size of T is
therefore at least s13i } si=si+1 as required.
14. The Random Walks
A random walk of length s from a vertex v=v0 is obtained
by picking, uniformly at random, an edge (v0 , v1) adjacent
to v0 , then an edge (v1 , v2) adjacent to v1 and so on, until a
path of length s is obtained. A random walk is not
necessarily simple and it may return to a previously visited
vertex.
Let G=(V, E ) be a simple graph on n vertices, let v # V be
a vertex of G and let sn. Barnes and Feige [BF93],
proving a conjecture of Linial, showed that the expected
number of steps taken by a random walk that starts at v
until s distinct vertices are visited is O(s3). The following
Lemma follows immediately from this result using Markov’s
inequality.
Lemma 14.1. There exists a constant a>0 such that the
probability that a random walk of length s that starts at some
vertex v of a simple graph G=(V, E ) contains at least a } s13
distinct vertices, or all the vertices in the connected compo-
nent of v, is at least 12.
Proof. Suppose that the expected number of steps
needed to encounter s distinct vertices is at most bs3.
Consider a random walk of length s. If the probability that
this path encounters at least (s2b)13 distinct vertices is less
than 12, then the expected length of a path needed to visit
(s2b)13 vertices is greater than s2. But this is a contradic-
tion as this expectation is at most b } (s2b)=s2. The
Lemma therefore holds with a=12b. K
To obtain, with very high probability, neighbourhoods of
size s13 we start from each vertex of the graph c log n ran-
dom walks of length a3s, where a is the constant of Lemma
14.1. The probability that none of the walks initiated from
a particular vertex will visit at least s13 vertices, or all the
vertices in that vertex’s connected component, is at most
n&c. The failure probability of the algorithm can be reduced
to 2&0(2
- log n), which is o(n&c), for any c>0, as shown in
Section 16. In the sequel we do not mention the explicit con-
stant factors and just say that we perform 3(log n) inde-
pendent random walks of length 3(s) from each vertex.
To implement random walks of length s starting from
each ACT vertex we use an n_s array called walk. A similar
array was used by Karger et al. [KNP92]. We use L=
3(log n) such arrays to implement 3(log n) independent
random walks of length s from each vertex.
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The entry walk[v, t], for an ACT vertex v and 1ts,
is set to a randomly chosen vertex from v’s neighbours list
N[v]. Each entry in the walk array is referred to as a cell.
The value walk[v, t] represents a pointer from the cell [v, t]
to the cell [walk[v, t], t+1]. These pointers define trees
whose roots are either cells that correspond to INA vertices
or cells at time s. If c=[v, t], we say that v is the vertex that
corresponds to the cell c.
The matrix walk defines a random walk of length s
from each ACT vertex v as follows: u1=v and ut=walk
[ut&1, t&1], for 1<ts. Random walks defined for dif-
ferent vertices are not independent. This however is not
required. Random walks defined by independently chosen
walk arrays are clearly independent.
Let T i[v, t] be the three containing the cell [v, t] of the
ith walk array. We would like to define the virtual
neighbourhood C(v) of an ACT vertex v as the union of the
vertices contained in the trees T i[v, t] for 1ts and
1iL. This includes much more than L=3(log n) inde-
pendent random walks of length s starting at each ACT
vertex and thus all the virtual neighbourhoods will be large
enough with very high probability. This definition also
satisfies the requirement that v # C(u) if and only if u # C(v).
The neighbourhoods defined in this way may, however, be
too big and finding the largest vertex in each neighbourhood
would then consume too much time. Luckily, we can show
that most of the trees created will not be too big.
Let [v, t] be a cell of the walk array. We let T[v, t] be the
random variable giving the size of the tree T[v, t] of the walk
array that contains the cell [v, t]. We let T$[v, t] be the
random variable giving the size of the subtree T $[v, t] of the
tree T[v, t] rooted at [v, t]. For simplicity, the size of a tree
is taken to be the number of edges in it.
Let p=([vt , t], [vt+1 , t+1], ..., [vs , s]) , where vt=v,
be a possible path in the walk array of length s that
corresponds to a graph G=(V, E ) with maximal degree d.
Let [u, r] be a cell in this walk array. We let E[T[u, r] | p]
denote the expected value of T[u, r] given that p is the path
chosen from [vt , t], i.e.., the expected value of T[u, r] given
that walk[vi , i]=vi+1 for ti<s. The conditional expec-
tation E[T$[u, r] | p] is defined similarly.
Lemma 14.2. Let p be a possible path in the walk array
and let [u, r] be a call not on this path. Then, E[T$[u, r] | p]
deg(u) } r.
Proof. We prove the Lemma by induction on r. If r=0
then the claim is obvious. Suppose therefore that the claim
holds for r&1. We show that it also holds for r.
Let w1 , ..., wdeg(u) be the neighbours of u in G. The subtree
T $[u, r] is composed of the subtrees T $[w j , r&1] , where 1
j deg(u), for which walk[wj , r&1]=u. The probability
that walk[wj , r&1]=u is 0 if wj is an INA vertex or if
[wj , r&1] is on the path p and is 1deg(wj ) otherwise. We
get therefore that





} (E[T$[w j , r&1] | p]+1).
Recall that the size of a tree is taken to be the number of
edges in it. Using the induction hypothesis we get that
E[T$[w j , r&1] | p]deg(wj ) } (r&1) and therefore





} (deg(wj ) } (r&1)+1)
<deg(u) } r.
This completes the proof of the Lemma. It is easy to check
that the claim of the Lemma also holds if [u, r] is the first
cell on the path p. K
We are now able to bound the expected size of the trees
of the walk array.
Lemma 14.3. Let [v, t] be a cell in a walk array of length
s that corresponds to a graph G=(V, E ) with maximal
degree d. Then, E[T[v, t]]ds2.
Proof. Let p=([vt , t], [vt+1, t+1], ..., [vs , s]) ,
where vt=v, be a possible path in the walk array. This
means that (vt , vt+1 , ..., vs) is a path in the graph G. We
show that the expected size of the tree T[v, t] given that
p is the path chosen from [v, t] (which means that
walk[vi , i]=vi+1 , for ti<s) is at most ds2. At this holds
for any such path p, the unconditional expectation is also at
most ds2.
Let di=deg(vi ), for tis, be the degrees of the vertices
on the path p. Let ui, 1 , ..., ui, di+1&1 , for ti<s, be the
neighbours of vi+1 , other than vi . It is easy to see that the
tree T[v, t] is composed of the path p, the subtree T $[v, t]
rooted at [v, t], and from the subtrees T $[u i, j , i] , where
ti<s and 1 j <di+1 , for which walk[ui, j , i]=vi+1.
The probability that walk[ui, j , i]=vi+1 is at most
1deg(ui, j ) (it is 0 if ui, j is INA and 1deg(ui, j ) if it is ACT ).
We get therefore that









} (E[T$[ui, j ] | p]+1).
As [v, t] is the first vertex of the path p, we get, by the last
remark in the proof of Lemma 14.2 that E[T$[v, t] | p]=
E[T$[v, t] ]t } d. As each of the vertices ui, j is not
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on the path p, we get, again using Lemma 14.2 that
E[T$[u i, j , i] | p]deg(ui, j ) } i and therefore








} (deg(ui, j ) } i+1)





This completes the proof of the lemma. K
It immediately follows from this lemma, using Markov’s
inequality, that the probability that the size of T i[v, 0] is
greater than 4ds2 is at most 14. The probability that the
random walk starting at v will visit less than s13 vertices is
also at most 12. The probability that either one of these bad
events will happen is therefore at most 34. Thus, with very
high probability, at least one of 3(log n) trees T i[v, 0] that
correspond to an ACT vertex v will contain cells corre-
sponding to at least s13 different vertices, yet its total size
will be at most 4s2d. Trees whose size is at most 4s2d are said
to be small enough. The largest vertex contained in a small
enough tree can be found in O(log s+log d) time. The
virtual neighbourhood of an ACT vertex v is defined to be
the union of all the small enough trees that contain a cell
that corresponds to v.
15. Implementation Details
Each ACT vertex of the graph has at least 3(s log n) pro-
cessors allocated to it. The maximum degree of the STAR
graph is at most d. We are simulate 3(log n) independent
random walks of length s out of each vertex. Instead of
building 3(log n) independent random walks of length s out
of each vertex. Instead of building 3(log n) separate walk
arrays of length s, we construct one walk array of length
s$=3(s log n). We do not choose pointers however from
cells that correspond to times s, 2s, ..., s$. The 3(log n)
portions of this long walk array are therefore independent as
required.
The implementation details of the random walks and the
subsequent hookings are quite intricate. We describe at first
an implementation that needs a very large workspace.
Later, we describe a way of obtaining an implementation
with an almost linear space requirement.
The walk array used to implement the random walks is of
size n_s$. Each row of the original graph as a row allocated
it. Rows that correspond to DONE vertices are not in use.
Each entry of walk is referred to as a cell. The entry
walk[v, t], where v is an ACT vertex and 1t<s$ is set to
contain a pointer to the cell [u, t+1] of the array where u
is chosen uniformly at random among the neighbours of v.
Each cell [v, t], for 1<ts$, to which at least one other cell
points to, has a pointer to an array prev[v, t] that contains
a list of the cells in the t&1th layer that point to the cell
[v, t].
The walk array is constructed in the following way. At the
first, the degree deg(v) of each ACT vertex is distributed to
the s$ processors allocated to it. This takes O(log s$)=
O(log s+log log n) time. The processor allocated to the cell
walk[v, t] then puts in that cell a pair (t, x) where x is
selected, uniformly at random, from [1, 2, ..., deg(v)]. The
row that corresponds to each ACT vertex is then sorted.
This again takes O(log s$) time. It is then easy to replace
each number x with the name of the x th neighbour of x.
This again takes O(log s$) time. As a result of the sorting we
also obtain arrays times[v, u] that gives, for every ACT ver-
tex v and each one of its neighbours u, the times in which v
chose u.
The arrays prev[v, t], for 1<ts$, that correspond to a
vertex v are then obtained in the following way. Let u1 , ..., ur
be the neighbours of v. The arrays times[ui , v], for 1ir,
are concatenated and then sorted. Then length of this
concatenated array is at most ds$ and the sorted therefore
takes only O(log(ds$))=O(log d+log s+log log n) time.
The arrays prev[v, t], for 1<ts$ are obtained as a result.
Each cell in the walk array in a row of an ACT vertex has
a processor allocated to it. Each such processor also
allocates itself to unique cells in each one of the arrays times
and prev. Each cell of these arrays has a processor allocated
to it. Each processor is thus allocated to a fixed number of
tasks. The processors allocated to the arrays times and prev
and the processors allocated to the edges are the processors
that perform the concatenations and sorting described
above. The concatenations of the arrays times[ui , v], for
1ir, take place in a worspace allocated to the vertex v.
Cells of the walk array in rows that correspond to INA
vertices do not initially have processors allocation to them.
A cell that corresponds to an INA vertex does not point to
any other cell of the walk array. Other cells in the walk array
may however be pointing to it, in which case it would have
a non-empty prev array. Each cell of this prev array wil have
a processor allocated to it although initially no processor
was allocated to the corresponding cell of the walk array.
During the construction of the prev arrays we also construct
for each INA vertex v an array used[v] that contain all the
cells in the row of v that are pointed to. Each such cell [v, t]
that appears in this list has a pointer to the next cell in this
list.
The pointers of the walk array define a forest. The roots
of the trees in this forest are cells that correspond to INA
vertices and cells that correspond to times s, 2s, ..., s$. Using
the prev arrays we can easily define an Euler tour in each
one of the trees of this forest.
Each vertex v has a serial number in the range
[1, 2, ..., n]. While performing the random walks, the serial
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numbers of the INA vertices are temporarily increased by n.
This makes the series numbers of all the INA vertices larger
than the serial numbers of all the ACT vertices. We say that
v<u if the serial number of v is smaller than the serial num-
ber of u. We also define a lexicographic ordering on the cells
of the walk array. We say that [v1 , t1]<[v2 , t2] if and only
if v1<v2 or v1=v2 and t1<t2 . If c=[v, t] is a cell, we let
ver(c)=v be the vertex to which this cell corresponds. Each
tree of the forest defined by the array walk contains a unique
maximal element. This maximal element functions in certain
computations as the root of the tree.
By peforming the first O(log(ds2)) iteration of the naive
list ranking algorithm on the Euler tour of each tree we can
identify all the small enough trees, i.e., the trees of size at
most ds2. In each such tree we can then find the maximal cell
and distribute it to all the cells of the tree. Let max1[v, t]
be the maximal cell in the tree T[v, t] that contains the
cell [v, t]. If the tree T[v, t] is not small enough we let
max1[v, t]=0. These operations take only O(log(ds2))
time.
For each ACT vertex v we then compute max1[v]=
max1ts$ max1[v, t] and distribute it to all the cells [v, t]
in v’s row. This takes only O(log s$) time.
If v is an ACT vertex and u=ver(max1[v])>v then v is
hooked to u by setting parent[v]  u. A slightly more dif-
ficult task is the task of constructing arrays children1[v]
that give for each INA or ACT vertex v a list of all the
vertices that hooked to it in this first round.
If max1[v]=max1[v, t] and u=ver(max1[v])>v, we
consider the cell [v, t] to be responsible for the hooking of
v on u. We put a mark to that effect in [v, t]. We now com-
press the Euler tour of each tree and leave in it only the
marked cells. This list is associated with the maximal cell of
the tree. In this way we obtain for every cell [v, t] a list
children1[v, t] of all the vertices that hooked to v as a result
of the tree T[v, t] . The list children1[v, t] can be non-empty
only if [v, t] is the maximal cell in its tree. Each such list
contains at most ds2 elements. The list children1[v] is
obtained by concatenating the lists children1[v, t] for every
1ts$. The length of each such list is at most ds2s$ds$3.
The total length of all these lists however is at most n as each
vertex appears in at most one of these lists. This completes
the first hooking attempt.
We now compute again the maximum in each tree. The
value of each cell [v, t] is now taken to be the pair
(max1[v], [v, t]). These pairs are ordered lexicographi-
cally. We let max2[v, t] be the maximal pair found in the
tree T[v, t] , if this tree is small enough. If the tree T[v, t] is not
small enough we again let max2[v, t]=0. All these values
can again be found in O(log(ds2)) time. For every ACT
vertex v we then let max2[v]=max1ts$ max[v, t] and we
distribute this values to all the cells in v’s row.
Suppose now that v is an ACT vertex and that
max1[v]=[u0 , t0 and max2[v]=([u1 , t1], [u2 , t2]). Note
that u0 is the largest vertex in the virtual neighbourhood
C(v) of v and that u1 is the largest vertex in C(C(v)). The
vertex u1 belongs to C(C(v)) as u1 # C(u2) and u2 # C(v). If
u1>v=u0 , then v is hooked on u1 . Again, we build for
every vertex v an array children2[v] that contains a list of all
the vertices that hooked to v in the second hooking attempt.
This is done in a way similar to the way used to construct
the arrays children1[v]. The length of an array vertices2[v]
is at most d 2s$6.
Finally, the array children[v] for an ACT vertex v is
obtained by concatenating the arrays children1[v] and
children2[v]. The array children[v] of an INA vertex is
obtained by appending the arrays children1[v] and
children2[v] to the existing children[v] array. All these
operations require only O(log d+log s$)=O(log d+
log s+log log n) time.
We now discuss the space requirements of the algorithm.
The above implementation requires that a very large block
of memory be initially allocated to every vertex of the graph,
although most of this memory will not be used. As stated,
the space requirements of the algorithm are horrendous.
For each vertex v, for example, we should preallocate
a region of memory large enough to hold the array
children[v] which can potentially be of size s2i s
6
i+1 and in
the final iteration si+1n. The space requirement of the
algorithm may be easily reduced however to O(n1+=), for
every =>0, by stopping the algorithm when si reaches, say,
n=8. The space requirement up to that point is only O(n1+=).
As there are only a constant number of iterations left till the
end of the algorithm, we can now use an O(log n) prefix
sums algorithm to allocate the memory required by each
vertex in iteration.
16. An Easy m+n Processors Algorithm
In this section we describe a simple way of reducing the
number of processors required by the second stage of our
algorithm from O((m+n) log n) to O(m+n). Although this
reduction is not required for the purpose of obtaining our
optimal O(log n) time connected components algorithm, we
think that it is of interest. In particular, it supplies a
relatively simple algorithm for finding connected com-
ponents in O(log n) time using m+n processors without
using the techniques developed in the first part of this paper.
The technique used to reduce the number of processors
can also be used to reduce the failure probability of the
algorithm.
To reduce the number of processors required from
O((m+n) log n) to O(m+n), we start the algorithm with
k$=O(log log n) iterations in which we use the actual
neighbourhoods of the STAR vertices of the graph and do
not perform any random walks. Note that the size of the
actual neighbourhood of a STAR vertex that does not
correspond to a complete connected component is at
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numbers of the INA vertices are temporarily increased by n.
This makes the series numbers of all the INA vertices larger
than the serial numbers of all the ACT vertices. We say that
v<u if the serial number of v is smaller than the serial num-
ber of u. We also define a lexicographic ordering on the cells
of the walk array. We say that [v1 , t1]<[v2 , t2] if and only
if v1<v2 or v1=v2 and t1<t2 . If c=[v, t] is a cell, we let
ver(c)=v be the vertex to which this cell corresponds. Each
tree of the forest defined by the array walk contains a unique
maximal element. This maximal element functions in certain
computations as the root of the tree.
By peforming the first O(log(ds2)) iteration of the naive
list ranking algorithm on the Euler tour of each tree we can
identify all the small enough trees, i.e., the trees of size at
most ds2. In each such tree we can then find the maximal cell
and distribute it to all the cells of the tree. Let max1[v, t]
be the maximal cell in the tree T[v, t] that contains the
cell [v, t]. If the tree T[v, t] is not small enough we let
max1[v, t]=0. These operations take only O(log(ds2))
time.
For each ACT vertex v we then compute max1[v]=
max1ts$ max1[v, t] and distribute it to all the cells [v, t]
in v’s row. This takes only O(log s$) time.
If v is an ACT vertex and u=ver(max1[v])>v then v is
hooked to u by setting parent[v]  u. A slightly more dif-
ficult task is the task of constructing arrays children1[v]
that give for each INA or ACT vertex v a list of all the
vertices that hooked to it in this first round.
If max1[v]=max1[v, t] and u=ver(max1[v])>v, we
consider the cell [v, t] to be responsible for the hooking of
v on u. We put a mark to that effect in [v, t]. We now com-
press the Euler tour of each tree and leave in it only the
marked cells. This list is associated with the maximal cell of
the tree. In this way we obtain for every cell [v, t] a list
children1[v, t] of all the vertices that hooked to v as a result
of the tree T[v, t] . The list children1[v, t] can be non-empty
only if [v, t] is the maximal cell in its tree. Each such list
contains at most ds2 elements. The list children1[v] is
obtained by concatenating the lists children1[v, t] for every
1ts$. The length of each such list is at most ds2s$ds$3.
The total length of all these lists however is at most n as each
vertex appears in at most one of these lists. This completes
the first hooking attempt.
We now compute again the maximum in each tree. The
value of each cell [v, t] is now taken to be the pair
(max1[v], [v, t]). These pairs are ordered lexicographi-
cally. We let max2[v, t] be the maximal pair found in the
tree T[v, t] , if this tree is small enough. If the tree T[v, t] is not
small enough we again let max2[v, t]=0. All these values
can again be found in O(log(ds2)) time. For every ACT
vertex v we then let max2[v]=max1ts$ max[v, t] and we
distribute this values to all the cells in v’s row.
Suppose now that v is an ACT vertex and that
max1[v]=[u0 , t0 and max2[v]=([u1 , t1], [u2 , t2]). Note
that u0 is the largest vertex in the virtual neighbourhood
C(v) of v and that u1 is the largest vertex in C(C(v)). The
vertex u1 belongs to C(C(v)) as u1 # C(u2) and u2 # C(v). If
u1>v=u0 , then v is hooked on u1 . Again, we build for
every vertex v an array children2[v] that contains a list of all
the vertices that hooked to v in the second hooking attempt.
This is done in a way similar to the way used to construct
the arrays children1[v]. The length of an array vertices2[v]
is at most d 2s$6.
Finally, the array children[v] for an ACT vertex v is
obtained by concatenating the arrays children1[v] and
children2[v]. The array children[v] of an INA vertex is
obtained by appending the arrays children1[v] and
children2[v] to the existing children[v] array. All these
operations require only O(log d+log s$)=O(log d+
log s+log log n) time.
We now discuss the space requirements of the algorithm.
The above implementation requires that a very large block
of memory be initially allocated to every vertex of the graph,
although most of this memory will not be used. As stated,
the space requirements of the algorithm are horrendous.
For each vertex v, for example, we should preallocate
a region of memory large enough to hold the array
children[v] which can potentially be of size s2i s
6
i+1 and in
the final iteration si+1n. The space requirement of the
algorithm may be easily reduced however to O(n1+=), for
every =>0, by stopping the algorithm when si reaches, say,
n=8. The space requirement up to that point is only O(n1+=).
As there are only a constant number of iterations left till the
end of the algorithm, we can now use an O(log n) prefix
sums algorithm to allocate the memory required by each
vertex in iteration.
16. An Easy m+n Processors Algorithm
In this section we describe a simple way of reducing the
number of processors required by the second stage of our
algorithm from O((m+n) log n) to O(m+n). Although this
reduction is not required for the purpose of obtaining our
optimal O(log n) time connected components algorithm, we
think that it is of interest. In particular, it supplies a
relatively simple algorithm for finding connected com-
ponents in O(log n) time using m+n processors without
using the techniques developed in the first part of this paper.
The technique used to reduce the number of processors
can also be used to reduce the failure probability of the
algorithm.
To reduce the number of processors required from
O((m+n) log n) to O(m+n), we start the algorithm with
k$=O(log log n) iterations in which we use the actual
neighbourhoods of the STAR vertices of the graph and do
not perform any random walks. Note that the size of the
actual neighbourhood of a STAR vertex that does not
correspond to a complete connected component is at
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